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, THE LAWS OF CYCLONES. I changes its direction and the proximity of the vessel to the 

There seems to be no subject of equal importance so little I cyclone's track: the slower that the shifts occur the nearer 
understood as the laws governing the revolving storms of the vessel is to the path of the center, especially if the in
wind known as cyclones. That this should be the case [ crease in the wind's strength is great; but if the shifts occur 
among landsmen who rarely encounter them is not strange;, rapidly and steadily without a very great increase in force, 
but that sailors and 8oi-disant scientists should fall into gross '[ the center will not pass very near. A careful seaman, con· 
errors in treating so simple a subject is not only un par- suIting his experience and his barometer to discover the 
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onable, but incomprehensible. The cyclone, as it is called i approach of a cyclone, observing carefully the foregoing 

in the northern hemisphere, or the typhoon, by whicp name I rules to determine on which side of and how near him it is 
�===================:I==== It is known in the southern seas, is a revolving storm of • going to pass, and using a prudent discretion in avoiding 

O. D. MUNN. A. E. BEACH. wind, having a diameter of from 100 to 800 miles, and a 
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' its center, ought never to lose his ship. 
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